Spring Semester Commencement

NATIONAL ANTHEM  
Ms. Dileesa Archer  
Candidate for the degree Master of Music

CALL TO ORDER  
Dr. Brad Yates  
Professor and Chair of Mass Communications

PROCESSIONAL  
Pomp and Circumstance  
Military March No. 1  
Edward Elgar, arr. Bill Holcombe

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS  
Dr. Brendan B. Kelly  
President

SGA WELCOME  
Mr. Khareem Leslie  
President, Student Government Association

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES  
Dr. Brendan B. Kelly  
Dr. David Jenks  
Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Dr. Pauline Gagnon  
Dean of the College of Arts and Humanities & Interim Dean of the College of Science and Mathematics

Dr. Faye McIntyre  
Dean of the Richards College of Business

Dr. Dianne Hoff  
Dean of the College of Education

Dr. Winston Tripp  
Interim Associate Dean of the College of Social Sciences

Dr. Jenny Schuessler  
Dean of the Tanner Health System School of Nursing

Dr. David Newton  
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs and Interim Dean of University College

INDUCTION INTO  
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION  
Mrs. Melanie Hildebrandt  
Chairperson of Alumni Association

RECESSIONAL  
Triumphal March from Aida  
Giuseppe Verdi, arr. Bill Holcombe
A Message from the President

Brendan B. Kelly, Ph.D.

Dear Graduates,

On behalf of the University of West Georgia, it gives me great pleasure to commend you on this momentous occasion! This significant milestone represents a tremendous accomplishment of which you and your families should be extremely proud.

The accomplishment of attaining your degree is immense, but your successes and contributions will not stop here. This experience will open pathways to even more powerful opportunities well into your future and to the lives of those around you. I look forward to seeing the indelible impact you will make in your communities.

As a graduate of UWG, your educational credentials and experience, as well as your personal and professional successes, will forever be interwoven into the success story of this institution. As such, it is vital for you to continue advocating for and supporting your university as it continues to build the value of your degree. Your continued involvement and engagement in your university will enhance and bolster our ability to continue serving future generations of students who will follow in your footsteps.

No matter what challenges we face in the coming weeks, months, and years, I know the world needs you, your ideas, and your creativity now more than ever. So go out, as alumni of UWG, and do amazing things!

Go West, and Go Wolves!

Brendan B. Kelly, Ph.D.
President
University of West Georgia
Degree Candidates

College of Arts and Humanities

Bachelor of Arts

Art
★ Alexandra Elaine Johnson
★ Buari Muhammad Samir Olukayode
★ Kayla Aundria Stripling

English
★ Meghan Faith Bridges
★ Myesha Aliyah Carter
★ Sanclara Ivonne Daigle
★ Melayne Anderson Daniel
★ Jessica Rene Dunton
★ Timothy Matthew Fuller II
★ Cameron Millard Harbison
★ Caleb Jay Howard
★ Erica Jane Lavender
★ Victoria V. Phandara
★ Autumn G. Pritchard
★ Samantha Ashley Register
★ Rachel Kathryn Smith
★ Kendra Alexis Stansbury
★ Anna Marie Tumlin
★ Deziree B. VanSant

Foreign Languages and Literatures
★ Patrick Erin Duncan
★ Melanie McCrackin
★ Tionne Christina Morris
★ Ingrid Michelle Ndúmo
★ Caroline Grace Phelps
★ Lyndsey Nicole Robinson
★ Maria Guadalupe Rodriguez-Martinez
★ Randi Lynn Searles
★ Laura Smedley
★ Noeli Ventura

History
★ Stuart P. Amerson
★ Hunter Michael Baldwin
★ Seth Michael Bode
★ Daniel N. Chambers

★ Brady Seth Cook
★ Dasia Miracle Denham
★ Krystal Adaire Kelly
★ Nathan Lee Meadows
★ Nathaniel Carey Mize
★ Thomas Alexander Rogers
★ Annie Marie Shirley
★ Brittany Shai Smith
★ Phillip Jackson Smitherman
★ Sonjia Smith Thomas

Theatre
★ Crystaliana Angelic Coats
★ Starlynn Elizabeth Freeman
★ Akeria Mariann Gant
★ Jarod A. Lewchuck
★ Nathan Cornelius Timmons

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Art
★ Brooklyn Jaidà Bates
★ Kaysia Zani’ Brown
★ Jamilee Jean Carlin
★ Wendy Cervantes
★ Sofia Oliveira Cunha
★ Kelly Irene Duncan
★ Aaron Mark Fraser
★ Chase Cheyenne Guajardo
★ Victoria Faythe Hassoun
★ Jaynie Kaitlyn Hollis
★ Katherine Elizabeth Hydrick
★ Montay Deandre Johnson
★ Logan Elizabeth Marie Mann
★ Kathryn Lara Newman
★ Johnnie Brooks Perkins
★ Cecilie A. Redding
★ Morgan Renee Schneider
★ Marissa Leigh Sitton
★ Khari Sebastian Stocker
★ Julia Ann Toth
★ Megan Carla Williamson

Bachelor of Music

Tyler Aaron Boyle
★ Brianna Raquel Brown
★ Emma Claire Eddleman
★ Amari Miranda Jiménez
★ Brian Maurice Jones, Jr.
★ Ansley Michelle Marlowe
★ Erik James Payton
★ Christina Mai Pham
★ Samuel Forrest Smith
★ Jordan M. Thorne
★ Valerie Peyton Vise
★ Kelsey Lee Williams

Master of Arts

English
★ Cecilia M. Greubel
★ Sunday Holland Lovvorn

History
★ Kaitlyn Nicole Bright
★ Donna Quinn Butler
★ Chelsea Lovely Neese
★ Nathan Daniel Teasdale
★ Erin Lea Wright

Master of Music
★ Dileesa Ionna Archer
★ Davion Rashad Battle
★ Jonathan Morgan Buchholz
★ Amy Gajownik Cartledge
★ Amber Denise Harling

★ magna cum laude
★ summa cum laude
★ cum laude

Also Global Studies
Bachelor of Arts
International Economic Affairs
Lane Cahill Azarowicz

Bachelor of Business Administration
Accounting
*Kiran Batool
Rylan Daniel DiMaria Breisinger
§Conner Seth Caldwell
§Brandon Michael Campbell
Jeremy Daniel Cook
Madison Denise Davis
Taylor Jayde Garner
*Emily Madison Green
James Leeroy Gribble III
Omari Rashid Harris
★Jacob Dewayne Johnson
§Maseray Lanla Kponou
Justin Thomas Leibbrand
Leonard N. Leslie
★Hunter Cole Marchbanks
Ericka Lynn Mason
Lauren Marie McDaniel
Vitaliy V. Molokvas
Waylon Chandler Moon
§Hannah Nicole Moulder
Sonali R. Patel
Christina Mai Pham
Eric Jerrod Smith
▲Leslie Natali Solano
★Carrie Wynette Tarpley
Tristan Blaine Thompson
★Natalie Ashton White
Parker Evan Wilson
★Taylor Michell Wilson
Economics
Reuben Kwame Abora-Asare
▲Bryce Evan Cornicelli
NyQuinton D. Fambro

Virginia Rochelle-Brionne Hayes
★Prince Raheem Abdul Shabazz Smoot

Finance
Jordan Montez Brown
Zachary Phillip Brumbelow
Tahirah Jasmine Cross
Justin Luke Fuller
Lauren Ashley Holtzclaw
Jianhua Huang
Adam Kyle Kennedy
Devonte Marquis Swint
Dylan Eugene Zeringue

Management
★Emily Faith Abt
Estella Esum Agbor Tabe
★Erika Abigail Ramirez
★Maria Theresa Bacigalupi
★Logan Philip Betts
Kayla Michele Birdsong
Christopher S. Blackston, Jr.
Shaunacey A. Brown
Mariyah T. Bruton
Gloria Grace Burkhalter
Shantera Deondra Burnett
★Tashavion I'India Byers
Tylon Lamont Bynum
★Matthew Vincent Carmack
★Marivel Chavarria
Jonathan Lewis Cheney
Lynzetta Andrea DeRamus
Dinah Danielle Dixon
John Robert Drennan III
Tamia Jalexis Echols
Thomas Hayden Edwards
★Maya Ferguson
Madison Nicole Fleming
Alexis Christina Gaither
Caitlin Nicole Garner
Sarah Elizabeth Giegler
Justin K. Hall
David Lamar Henry
Brandon Leonto Hopson
Charles Michael Johnson
Jack Phillip Jones
Denetria Darchelle Jordan
Brandon Christopher Justice
★Angel Nicole King
★Jake Allan Lund
★Nicholas Lane McDuffie
Timothy Wayne Monk
★Terran Lanette North
★Parker Andrew Nowviskie
Maria De Los Angeles Ortiz-Alcaraz
★Summer Elizabeth Pane
Ryan Lanier Parker
Nicolette Sharnae' Porter
★Daniel Grant Powell
Geneva Vera Powell
Dawson Coley Prince
Brooke Anita Robinson
★Clinton Allen Robinson
Jess S. Rogers
Kristin Louise Sewell
★Kiesha Imani Smith
Madison Claire Spruill
★Camden James Talbot
★Allison Nicole Thomas
★Renee Forrester Turner
Chapman Andrew Volkmer
Brittany Chidi Wabara
Casharia Jene' Walker
★Tristan Chance Walker
Cody James Williams
★Ashley Samone Wilson
Kenyon D. Woods
Trenton Cole Wright
Management Information Systems
Kelli I. Ash
Keyauna Bluefort
Matthew Robert Capps
Kyle Daniel Cheek
Ugochi Praise Chikezie

§ also Finance  # also Marketing  ◊Management Information Systems  € Accounting
Collin Evans Cobb  
Wallace Cox  
Alexia Sâetchel Crawford  
Arcadia J. Davis  
Stephanie Dawson  
★Koffi Annonciade De Souza  
Simoni Nchinda Fobi  
★Robert Noah Hill  
♦Ashley Elizabeth Mallari  
Darius Deaundrey McCoy  
John Michael Ramdath  
Nicole Tabor  
▲Justin Triggs  
Ryan John Ullom  
Jakari Shamir Wilcox  

Marketing  
♦Hannah Judith Adams  
★Kyle Brent Awbrey  
Lane Nicole Braxton  
Marlon Natori Brown  
Ryan Daniel Chambers  
★Fields Benjamin Chapman  
♦Amber Nicole Clark  
Rachel Mariah Cooper  
Marcus Lynn Craft II  
♦Dylan James Devereese  
Samantha Paige Dowling  
♦Lea Park Edwards  
Michael J. Estep  
Sundjata Bhakari Foster  
Fred Joseph Ghanayem, Jr.  
♦Natalie Cameron Gilbert  
Evan Douglas Greenleaf  

★Na'Deja Terryon Harris  
★Megan Hope Johnson  
Victoria Alexis Jones  
Malik Devontrez Lewis  
Anyea Christian Little  
Barrett Lane Martin  
★Jordan Monterroso-Jiles  
Alexis Jayla Moore  
★Andrea Paige Nevil  
★Andrew Wade Norris  
J'nai Chere Owens  
Ryan Jay Phillips  
Ethan Jared Reish  
△Kyri Tyniece Smallwood  
Isaiah Lamont Smith  
★Ty Hunter Smith  
Zaria Andrea Smith  
Kayla Morgan Stewart  
Jalen Alexander Taylor  
Jacob Russell Templeton  
Jevon Jordan Traynham  
Nia Amani Vinson  
★Kayla Faye Warren  

Real Estate  
Nicholas John Bouchard  
Veronica Rose Lee  
Devin Michael Wingate  

Bachelor of Science  
Economics  
Joshua Lewis Beck  
Jacob Trevor Leahey  

Master of Business Administration  
Brianna Hope Anderson  
Wade Edward Angel, Jr.  
Laura Lee Beasley  
Parna Bhattji  
Dustin Kaleb Branom  
Shontae A. Durrah  
Sandria Tiana Farris  
Christopher David Fick  
Raynisha LaShun Frazier  
Philippe J. Gunter  
Bridgette Ivey Haygood  
A’Kia Valishia KaRosa Harris  
Michael Christopher Intriago  
Brandii Vlon Kirkland  
Caitlin Marian Madden  
Alfonso McAfee III  
Amanda Monroe Myers  
Nicole Elizabeth Newell  
Matthew Scott Paintin  
Jake Michael Robinson  
Robert Lee Roy IV  
Rachel Nicole Steen  
Jermaine Wesley Thomas  
Kathryn White  

Master of Professional Accounting  
Yeng L. Yang  

College of Education  

Bachelor of Science in Education  
Elementary Education  
★Laura Elizabeth Anderson  
Katie Brooke Ashmore  
★Mackenzie K. Askew  
★Leah Nicole Beckman  
Emily M. Bennett  
△Mikela Denise Betts  
★Katie Amber Elizabeth Blanton  
★Briana L. Boatner  
♦Rachel Nicole Bollinger  
★Deondria Kishma Boyer  
Hannah Grace Brosius  
♦Katlyn Virginia Campbell  
Allison Kay Cash  

★Elizabeth Rose Castrillón  
Mary Ashleigh Elizabeth Coleman  
Chylna Brook Cuellar  
Andrea Debra Daniels  
★Julianna Grace Dombrosky  
Averie Elisabeth Dreaper  
Janadyia Monique Dunn  
★Victoria Susan Elder  

★ cum laude  
♦ magna cum laude  
△ summa cum laude  

▲ also Management  
△ Real Estate
Alison Elizabeth Epps  
Atalie Beth Estes  
Karlee Elizabeth Johnson Ferguson  
Gloria Patience Fienemann  
Elizabeth Leigh Fowler  
Gina Marie Gilmore  
Kelsey Anna Gravley  
Julianna Trent Griffies  
Abby Elizabeth Grondolsky  
Kailah Morgan Guffey  
Julie Elizabeth Hally  
Brooke Nicole Hambrick  
Haley Elizabeth Hardage  
Hayley S. Harmon  
Kayla Page Head  
Casey Anne Hitzges  
Rex Allen Holder  
Olivia Victoria Ann Holmes  
Sarah Elizabeth Hughes  
Tiffany LeAnn Jacobs  
Ebony Alecia James  
Natalie Grace Jett  
Britney Ray Johnson  
MacKenzie Laine Johnson  
Ashley Nicole Jones  
Shaie Jacqueline-Billie Kerr  
Kelsey Lynn Kuehl  
Tyler Ashley Maczko  
Lea Faith Malone  
Brianna Janea Martin  
Taylor Lyn Mathews  
Alyson Nicole Monroe  
Anna Buehler Montgomery  
Lauren Ashley Nesbitt  
Aminah Cheyenne Orr  
Savannah Macall Parker  
Alexis Lenise Pledger  
Rejene Janae Potter  
Aubrey Brooke Pruitt  
Jessica Jennifer Quevedo  
Emily Kathleen Ray  
Bradly D. Robinson  
Brenna Grace Robinson  
Virginia Barragan Romero  
Kristen Lynn Sarver  
Jordyn Katherine Slappey  
Ansley Faith Slowick  
Hailey Alexis Swilley  
Emily Elaine Taylor  
Breonne Marie Thomas  
Erica Paige Thompson  
Chelsea Denise Veal  
Serena Renee Ware  
Lauren Ashleigh Watkins  
Hannah Rae West  
Jessica Lindsey Wiker  
Charity Daniela Wilson  
Dru Alexis Wilson  
Daylee Lynn Wood

Physical Education
Austin Tyska Barron  
Triston Jax Cash  
Jaylen Javarius Colton  
Brian Lee Dansereau  
Zachary Curtis Hancock  
Kerry Victoria Huycke  
Joseph Blake Lee  
Hayden Randall Morrow  
Bryan Timothy Lee Purinton  
Tyler Jackson Queen  
Justin Tyler Roach  
John Ronald Scifers III  
David Kyle Seigler  
Connor Alexander Sims  
ZaKarriyan M. Walker  
Alexandria Lee Watts

Special Education
Kinsie Nicole Carroll  
Mackenna Rae Dutcher  
Sydney Blackmon Garrett  
Montana Mattox Hallman  
Morganne Ashley Harper  
Emily Grace Sanders  
Jordan Frederick Stone  
Benjamin A. Vinson

Speech-Language Pathology
Jamaya Shanise Adams  
Anna Elizabeth Armstrong

★ cum laude  ★ magna cum laude  ▲ summa cum laude

Brianne Kimia Baird  
Madison Rebecca Barnett  
Amberly Rebekah Barrett  
Gailey Elizabeth Bell  
Heather Caroline Burgess  
Sidnee Ashae Campbell  
Sydney Montana Carroll  
Courtney Nicole Carter  
Neeley Kathleen Carter  
Michlynn Cobb  
Christian Baylie Cross  
Courtney Bridget Curtin  
Page Cameron Dabbs  
Chandler Lauren Davey  
Jayla Tiauna Davis  
Catherine Bennett DeWitt  
Daylin Elizabeth Dayton  
Bailey Ann Dunnahoo  
Carly Paige Ensley  
Kinsley Brooke Fleming  
Sydney Nicole Floyd  
Katelyn Elizabeth Freeman  
Adrienne Marshay Gaines  
Amanda Marie Galagarza  
Chelsea Brooke Grant  
Courtney Danielle Greer  
Terrica Annette Griffin  
Raven Nicole Gunn  
Olivia Danielle Harmon  
Deyona Charnai Herring  
Heather Abigail Herring  
Aleiya Chantel Jackson  
Alexis Marie Johnson  
Amari Tanay Johnson  
Stephane Andre Joseph  
Jasmin Nicole Kelly  
Madison Caroline Kennedy  
Tanna Nell Knight  
Kylie Madison Knox  
Megan Elizabeth Lane  
Javan Walker Marshall  
Mary Ellen Masters  
Amanda Jean Melville  
Jordan Aliyah Moises  
Hannah Michelle Moore
Bachelor of Science

Health and Community Wellness
- Drexal Jordan Alexander
- Libbie Ann Brock
- Ce’Umbia Ke’Ella Burnett
- Johnny L. Calhoune
- Gabrielle Andre’a Campbell
- Jasmine Aijha Charles
- Kizzie Clayton
- Ryan Kent Daniell
- Samuel Despinasse
- TeAnna Arecia Shanazia Dewberry
- Patrick Erin Duncan
- Brittany Evans
- Kenia Julissa Galvez
- Kaleb Jamel George
- Samone D. Grant
- Douglas Hayden Gross
- Sarah Lynn Gross
- Christen Noel Hardy
- Jacquez M. Hogan
- Madeline McCall Jones
- Ashley Morgan Lanier
- Genesis Andrea Mejia
- Emmanuel O. Ohuoba
- Stephanie Dione Peacock
- Kenzie Brooke Pierce
- Tya Danique Price
- Amber Joy Radda
- Nicole Shonece Rawls
- LaTrece A. Rutland
- Brittany Renee Smith
- Lindsey Jordan Smith
- Abigail Ann Smithwick
- Amy Nicole Spicer
- Alexis Elesha Squires
- Evan Michael Stiles
- McKenna Lenore Wharton
- Reginald Deon Williams, Jr.
- Regan Halle Windham
- Bryson R. Yong

Sport Management
- Kenneth Alston, Jr.
- Jordyn Louise Bannister
- Michael Dushawn Battle, Jr.
- Jonique Wykia Bentley
- Richard Keith Brice III
- Joelly Carolina Briseño-Flores
- Autumn Marie Burnette
- Tiara Calloway
- Donovan Michael Clay
- Damaris Da’Miana Aamin Crawford
- Christian Adam Dewberry
- Jayda Mahlan Dooley
- Jasmine Kemiya Drake
- Jordan Michael Drake
- Nicholas Joshua Duncan
- Garrett Howard Eason
- Joshua Tree Echols
- Courtland Allen Bradley Fuller
- Taylor Alexis Garcia
- Mikel Deshon Gipson
- William Spencer Gist
- Morgan Elizabeth Haase
- Anthony Desean Huff
- Alec Chandler Jerauld
- Julian Alexander Johnson
- A’Ronnie Mathenia
- Gerald Edward McHenry
- Joshua A. McKee
- Ronney Mckee
- Donye’Anita Monroe
- Matthew Donald Neiport
- Malik S. Perkins

Master of Arts in Teaching

Quincy O. Awa-DuBose
Ka-Teacha Bellamy
Joseph Cody Bishop
Lawrence Edward Blomberg
Courtney N. Brock
Holly Brooks
Erin Elizabeth Caruso
Britany Copeland Cool
Reagen M. Dalton
Marcella Abby Danner
Jillian Marissa Davis
Marlin D. Dayoub
Rae Elizabeth Curtis Dotson
Tom’nika J. DuBose
Brice Alexander Duke
Taylor Ayn Estes
Linda Antonia Fernandes
Janine Victoria Gardner
Danielle Dawn Geihslar
Holley Faith Gibbs
Alexandria M. Gonsalves
Alyssa Ann Handley
Justine Marie Harris
Benjamin Kyle Harrison
Khadijah Aliyah Hasan
Candace Hastings Marshall
Ashley Simone Howard

- cum laude
- magna cum laude
- summa cum laude
Tony Lee Ingle, Jr.
Alycia D. Jenkins
LaChauncey Dante Jones
Inza Denise Kendall
Heather Nicole Korey
Dana C. Lee
Steven Jacob Lennon
Kasi Dixon Litton
Elizabeth Grace Lovvorn
Morgan Michelle Luellen
Brandavious Desmon Mann
Tinisha Andrea McKay
James Matthew McKnight
Wade Lawrence McLeod
Cerenity Madra’ McNeal
Savannah Kelly Miller
Brinston Morris Mitchell
Grace Allen Moore
Amber Nichole Nicholas
Peter Gregory Pappas
Gaurangi Pravinchandra Patel
Kristopher K. Patel
Joseph Randall Pittman
Allison Bruce Pizzano
Jason Douglas Raburn
Reagan Tucker Rey
Benjamin Allen Robinson
Angela Maxwell Rodgers
Alexandra Danelle Santiago
Anika Christine Scholz
Carey Keasley Scott
Miranda Elizabeth Scott
Kathleen Neely Scruggs
Joshua Ryan Shely
Jeanette Deloris Lucile Smith
Morgan B. Spivey
Ansley Brook Sudduth
Julia Susanne Johnson Swancy
Deanna Jamie Thomas
Anthony Edward Thomason
John Thompson
Korbyn Boyd Thompson
Sarah Margaret Vaughan
Kailey Ann Vaughn
Roxanne Nicole Walker
Samuel Adam Wall
Chelsea Nicole Whittle
Daniel Wright Williams, Jr.
Matthew L. Williams
Shanna Leighann Williams
Larissa Ann Zitzmann

Tony Lee Ingle, Jr.
Alycia D. Jenkins
LaChauncey Dante Jones
Inza Denise Kendall
Heather Nicole Korey
Dana C. Lee
Steven Jacob Lennon
Kasi Dixon Litton
Elizabeth Grace Lovvorn
Morgan Michelle Luellen
Brandavious Desmon Mann
Tinisha Andrea McKay
James Matthew McKnight
Wade Lawrence McLeod
Cerenity Madra’ McNeal
Savannah Kelly Miller
Brinston Morris Mitchell
Grace Allen Moore
Amber Nichole Nicholas
Peter Gregory Pappas
Gaurangi Pravinchandra Patel
Kristopher K. Patel
Joseph Randall Pittman
Allison Bruce Pizzano
Jason Douglas Raburn
Reagan Tucker Rey
Benjamin Allen Robinson
Angela Maxwell Rodgers
Alexandra Danelle Santiago
Anika Christine Scholz
Carey Keasley Scott
Miranda Elizabeth Scott
Kathleen Neely Scruggs
Joshua Ryan Shely
Jeanette Deloris Lucile Smith
Morgan B. Spivey
Ansley Brook Sudduth
Julia Susanne Johnson Swancy
Deanna Jamie Thomas
Anthony Edward Thomason
John Thompson
Korbyn Boyd Thompson
Sarah Margaret Vaughan
Kailey Ann Vaughn
Roxanne Nicole Walker
Samuel Adam Wall
Chelsea Nicole Whittle
Daniel Wright Williams, Jr.
Matthew L. Williams
Shanna Leighann Williams
Larissa Ann Zitzmann

Master of Education

Elementary Education
Concetta Monsha Amey
Jelisa Leambria Blackwell
Savannah Lee Boshears
Charteva D. Cook
Kathryn McCollister Davison
Emily Renee Edmondson
Sara Elizabeth Fletcher
Jessica Ryan Frazier
Stacey Gante
Laurel Ashton George
Haniyyah Lee Harris
Margretta Walker Harris
Emily Rose Harshbarger
Brittany L. Jarrard
Michael Anne Jiles
Whitney Ann LaFontaine
Lyndsey Faye Lee
Giana K. Lee-Upshaw
Jawanda Leshon Marshall
Carolyn Elizabeth Nobles
Emily Powers Rush
Megan Smith
Amanda Jean Stevens
Floristine Olivia Tigner
Natalie Traylor Tritt
Brittony Kaye Wilson
Kristi Brooke Wood
Dynasty Allize’ Zayas

Instructional Technology,
Media and Design
Stacy Carol Andrade
Heidi Carissa Arwood
Erica Justine Bacon
Katelyn Ann Botta
Tiffany Eve Camp

Professional Counseling
India Whitney Adams
Bethany Michelle Bishop
Devin Tavon Blackwell

★ cum laude
♦ magna cum laude
▲ summa cum laude
Taylor M. Brandt
Sydney Kaytlin Brooks
Amber Brenaé Clark
Alexander Louis DiVergilio
Meagan Kate Dugan
Lauren Roberts Fleming
Jordan Michael Flythe
Christopher R. Foster
Madison Leigh Fuller
Karrie Lee Gilroy
Robin Wilson Gordon
Michaela Hall
Brianna Nicole Harris
Lauren Alyse Hatcher
Monique Shelley Hill
Kimberly Dianne James
Ashley Arryale Jones
Kellie Marie Jordan
Gustavo Juliao
Bethany Grace Karnowski
Aynsley Jenet’ Kent
David G. Promis
Sosonia Shauna-Kay Quarrie
Emily Grace Robinson
Darlene Joy Rosario
Elizabeth Sanchez
Maegan Kennedy Simpkins
Jenna Louise Volpe
Se Veyon Marqui Willis-Hill

Reading Instruction
Kathryn Jean Bettencourt
Brittany H. Blackmon
Jennifer Michele Brems
Shalonda C. Clark
Barbara Beatriz Esquijarosa
Amy M. Grimes
Melissa Annette Hogue
Emma Kathryn Horne
Lesley Holcomb Land
Tammie Elizabeth Mathis
Misty Dawn McCraw-Leach
Lindsey K. Merrill
Deanna Marie Moses
Robin Gayle Phillips
Elizabeth Conroy Pruitt
Patricia Gail Reese
Mel Longshore Richardson
Amie Evelyn Sorrow

Special Education
Nancy Rebecca Bass
Beverly Renee Brown
Christina R. Cullen
Catherine Duncan
Teodora Anice Eaton
Molly Rose Harper
Amanda Stillwell Hart
Joseph Matthew Lyons
Emily Marie Moore
Rebecca Lynn Pearson
Linda Grace Thompson
Carson Scott Vaughn
Marlayna Marie Witherell

Specialist in Education
Educational Leadership
James Derrick Burchette
Joshua B. Davis
Nicholas Francis Epstein
Takeesha McClee Morrison
Joshua Allen Rider
Elementary Education
Nichole E. Begerow
Megan Courtney Bowman
Erin Elizabeth Bradley
Ashley Lauren Brown
Janice Marie Davis
Catherine Ruth Drake
Teira J. Eason
Alexandra Nicole Fisher
Amy Gail Francoeur
Alissa Lynn Helton
Robert Paul Holder
Melissa Elaine Jankowski
Heather McIntyre
Alexandria Ann Meglich
Stacey Leigh Mendel
Brooke Strazzella Noone
Allison Marie Powell
Maegan Stalvey Schoeb
Emily Allison Stancil
Kimberlyn Khamelia Taylor
Jasmine Marie Terry
Stephanie Afi Tobgo
Cynthia Wadsworth
Angela Hortman Ward
Vivian Marie Williams

Instructional Technology,
Media and Design
Shondria A. Anthony-Nolan
Samantha J. Barnum
Jonathan Adam Broome
Anela Buljubasic
Michelle Lynn Clarke
Waltina L. Criss
Whitney Michelle Forsh
Laura A. Franz
Laura Hall French
Arminda Lynn Fueston
Rachael Kelley Griffis
Tiffany Michelle Hood
Brooke Nichole Jackson
Angela F. Jacobs
Victoria J. Jenkins
Amanda Lavender Jones
Casey Lauren Jones
Tavares LeKeith Kenny
Rebecca Clara Kurz-Rigby
Ebony A. Martin
Angela McDaniel
Ombré Raynard Mims
Tawanna Yolanda Minter-Cummings
Ashley Tompkins Purvis
Francisco Javier Quinones
Lori Eileen Quintana
Kimberly McKinnell Rafferty
Joshua Ryan Roberts
Amanda Ryan
Kerri Ann Saulnier
Michael J. Saxton
Dominique R. Scott
Kimberly Thomas Smith
Heather Jowers Stodghill
Martina L. Stovall
Phillip Gordon Sykes
College of Science and Mathematics

Bachelor of Science

Biology

Hannah Corinne Alexander
Christian Alecander Ashmore
Tyler Jamar Banks
Dominique Brown
Taylor Diona Burrell
John Wesley Carlisle
Katharyn J. Cassarino
Bethany Alasandra Chapman
Alyssa Lynn Courshon
Nicholas Jamal Curry
Andre James Davis
Rachel Michelle Deryck
Hannah Semonie Downs
Madeline Claire Drummond
Iasia Janura Early
Caitlin Rose Forkin
Janet Gembe Garcia
Ashlyn Marie Garrett
Jasmine Lucia Germany
Kimberly J. Gibson
Raelee Ann Heinz
Jonah Gregory Hettmansperger
Emily Wynn Hinely
Kavion Desean Marquise Holliday
Landon Grant Howren
Jeremy James Hunter
Dystanee Keeble
Keith Kent
Kenneth D. Kim
Justina Gga Kwaghe
Jayla Brionna Sedalia Smith
Donyai P. Starling
Lakin Ashlee Stephens
Ashley Vivian Thomasson
Michaela Ashanti Tinker
Taylor Ryanne Todd
Chetehya Samone Tucker
Ekemini Francis Udom
Chaz Ismael Velez
Princess Meonna J. Williams
Amie Victoria Wimberly
J’Nae Daikhoya Denique Wong
Thalia Isabella Young

Doctor of Education

School Improvement

Megan Ann DeVoss
Student Achievement and ESOL Co-Teacher
Content Certification in the Secondary Core
Content Classrooms
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Abbot Packard

Lena Shepherd Hamilton

Towards Building New Practice: Motivation, Achievement, and Classroom Constructs for the School-Aged Male
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Abbot Packard

John T. McNaught

A Narrative Inquiry on the Experiences of I’m Determined Youth Leader Graduates with LD and their Decision to Enroll in Higher Education
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Elizabeth Pope

Professional Counseling

Staneecha Benjamin
Keivia Petty Clay
Brooke Sara Hampton
Gretchen E. Mcculley
Rebecca Anne Peacock
Julian P. Pendrick
Rachel Eremchuk Whiten
Cassandra M. M Woolord

Secondary Education

Benjamin David Allen
Shayna Marie Aspinwall
Lashonta Rene’ Flemister
Jamario Antoine Shade

Special Education

Susan Bartig-Oliver
Kristie Nicole Brown
Melissa Carol Dingus
Rachel Landry Fahrney
George Emmanuel Garrison IV
Candace Racquelle Hall
Keisha Nicole Jeanpierre-Lewis
Marcie Ann Jelenovsky
Ginette Lynn Johnson
Aisha H. McNeil
Sarah Evonne Meade
Collie Nicole Robinson
Mariana Georgieva Ruseva
Kathrine Carter Russell
Katrina Noel Sullivan
Jennifer Lasky Taylor
Lisa Karen Wootten

Kysis Pinto
Carleigh Maryiah Redford
Tijereah Priscilla Ross
Jayla Brionna Sedalia Smith
Donyai P. Starling
Lakin Ashlee Stephens
Kaylee Elizabeth Still
Ashley Vivian Thomasson
Michaela Ashanti Tinker
Taylor Ryanne Todd
Chetehya Samone Tucker
Ekemini Francis Udom
Chaz Ismael Velez
Princess Meonna J. Williams
Amie Victoria Wimberly
J’Nae Daikhoya Denique Wong
Thalia Isabella Young

Chemistry

Nathan Mark Blackburn
Petra Jade Blankenship
DaShay Monay Cannon
Imani Marie Davis

★ cum laude
★ magna cum laude
★ summa cum laude
Abigail Patricia Denny
Emmie Victoria Edwards
Adam Lee Hosey
Austin Joe Huddleston
Raihaanah Nicole Hutson
Adam Clay Milam
Lauren Megan Ochoa
Frank Tate Reece
Rachel Clarice Rooks
Mayowa Toriola Sonola
Kali Elizabeth Svegl
Shanoya Jhenelle Starsha Thompson
Perry T. Wasdin

Computer Science
Carson Ray Bedrosian
Lucas James Carlson
Joshua P. Collins
Marcus Ramundo Douglas
Kevin Richard Flynn

Victoria M’Lynn Jenkins
William James Leatherman IV
Tristen Daniel Rivera
Tyler John Scott
Laura Smedley
Brandon Eugene Walker
Caviaye M. Williams

Geography
Bryson S. King
Aleccia Nicole Moses
Andrew Richard Weatherman
Jordan Skye Woodall

Glenda Maria Dabela
Ryan Thomas Dapkus
Paige Allexis Arnold Dunson
Amber Louise Fenn
John Nathaniel McCue
David T. Reichner

Mathematics
Sydney Elizabeth Anderson
Savannah Kate Canady
Brandi Noel Ellis
Wakeelah L. Haamid
William J. Lane

Physics
Hannah Elizabeth Brock
Radovsław Piotr Kochanowski

Master of Science

Biology
Kassandra Jane Arts
Sandra Paola Florez Parra
Ellery Rose Harding
John Thomas Sparks, Jr.

College of Social Sciences

Bachelor of Arts
Political Science
Trina Mayela Mampuya

Bachelor of Science
Anthropology
Ryan Harrison Bennett
Kaitlyn Mackenzie Black
Jonae Coleman
Kayelah Donayhe Davis
Victoria Lynne Earley
Kayleigh Nicole Keim
Amber Lyne’a Kelly
Francesca Ann Oliverio
Brittany Danielle Thompson
Courtney Usher
Taylor Nicole Williams

Criminology
Michael Adeyemi
Logan B. Albertson

Sarah N. V. Allen
Julia Marie Berkoski
Hanna Jewel Berryman
Ashlie L. Blalock
Tamiya Dajah Bobb
Kaleb M. Booker
Markel Bush
Corey Austin Christiansen
Jasmine Clark
Katherine Murphy Collins
Tyzlah Ambria Daniels
Joseph A. Dean
Ambrosia Dionna Floyd
Mychael JaMall Frazier
Shakira Janae Freeman
Taylor Elizabeth Godby
Chase William Gordy
Sharayna Marlia Nay-cole Griffin
Diamonds T. Hamilton
Alexander Griffin Holdbrooks
Angel Mariah Hood

William Kieran Hughes
Kevontay J’Quis Jones-Leige
Peyton Rose Kellum
Catina A. Kinsler
Akeryah Lester
Leighann Kathleen Lisle
Taylor Tamarra Luke
Taliyah Shirell Maddox
Brittney N. Major
Vanessa Rose Martins
Austin Thomas Massey
Meredith Katherine Matthews
Imani Rene’ Meadows
Shanteria Nichole Menchaca
Shane Jonathan Mitchell
Nicholas Paul Mollica
Alexa Madeline Myzhevych
Dorothy Michelle Nasworthy
Abed Nelson
Kyle Martin Parris
Josie Evans Pierce

★ cum laude
★ magna cum laude
★ summa cum laude

% also Psychology
Madison Denise Pearcy
Dominic Rhian Donielle Pitts
Cheyenne Virginia Louise Pourron
Cherokee Victoria Rabjohn
HaLee Mackenzie Ramey
Alexander K. Reeves
Felicity Cheyenne Renzetti
\^\textit{Erin Elisabeth Sanders}
Taylor Simone Scott
\^\textit{Aleeia Leeshay Smith}
Sade Chanel Spruell
Shania Elana Tate
William Heath Taylor
Carmen Marie Thompson
\^\textit{Danielle L. Thompson}
Lindsey Brooke Tomes
\^\textit{Allani Nicole Turner}
Adrianna Danielle Ward
Larry Warren
\textdagger Destinee Talea Watts
GeAundra A. Weatherspoon
Kristain Tre'Shawn White
JuWuan D. Williams
Brittany Alexis Witcher

\textbf{Mass Communications}
Georgiana Michelle Blalock
Corey Jai Brown
Jeremy Hakim Brown
\^\textit{Phillip Crawford Brown}
Brandon Seth Burdette
Brooks Brandon Burns
Jacob Clark
Sarah Elizabeth Craig
Ashley Janae Dorsey
Imani Kayla Feagin
Tyra Kezere Fort
Amanda P. Friend
Aliyah Mone'a Gill
Dallas Terra Griffin
Alyse-Noël Hicks
Justin Julian Hodges
Kristin Elizabeth House
Athea Jeanette Hutchinson
Katelynn L. Johnson
Breona Sharne'Jones

\^\textit{Rhonda Chenise Jones}
Yolande Lavon Kears
\^\textit{Maya Leigh Kesler}
Mary Margaret Kooi
Logan Tate Landers
Mackenzie Rachelle Leigh
\^\textit{Makenzie Olivia Love}
Sarah Grace-Marie Madaris
Katelyn Anne McCall
Camryn Donia McGregor
\^\textit{David Andrew Morrison}
Madison Nicole Murphy
Yosselin Nunez
Erika Jaellin Padierna
\^\textit{Rachel Mackenzie Page}
\^\textit{Tori Nakael Pettigrew}
Lawron D. Pinson
Lawrson Daniel Pinson
Apryl D. Prunty
John Frank Pullen III
Garrett Robert Reynolds
Ethan Spencer Rice
Savannah Reece Sanders
Peter Colvin Sciolis
\^\textit{William Andrew Sherrill}
Amir Eli Sports
\^\textit{Emily Michelle Sprewell}
Aurbiron Lee'Ann Staggers
Haleigh Nicole Stone
Daniel Thelisma
Trenton Alexander Wade
Nefeteria Briana Wells
\textdagger Kaleigh Grace Whatley
Ashley Irene Windley
Carolyne Breyana Wright

\textbf{Organizational Leadership}
Michael Alexander Godinez
Jordan Nicole Headrick
Milagros Haydee Jacone
Hanna Rose O'Connell
James Rafe Waters

\textbf{Political Science}
Lillian LeAnne Akridge
Latesha Chantal Anderson
Domaniquee V. T. Baker

\^\textit{Dana Gabrielle Beckman}
Madison Renai Berry
\^\textit{Noah Benjamin Bridges}
De'Kevion Tyre'k Buchanan
Mecale A. Burden
\textdagger Sandra Victoria Chavez
\^\textit{Austin L. Cronan}
Nybrishia Sa'de Daniel
William Noah Estes
Elizabeth Anne Fetzer
Xaviera Empress Griffin
Daniel C. McBraer
\textdagger Austin Dean Miller
John Sullavay Murphy
\^\textit{Stephanie Nkechinyere Okpala}
Savannah Lea Payne
\textdagger Noah Matthew Peeler
\^\textit{Rachel Lillie Perry}
Chad Jamaica Robinson
\^\textit{Bianna LeighAnn Shell}
Kelis R. Thompson
Alexis Renena Tyus

\textbf{Psychology}
Jessica Faith Addison
Adebowale Isaac Adeedeji
\textit{Aj'a Iman Bauer}
Haleigh Michelle Baudwin
\^\textit{Ciara Montana Belk}
Kahla Armoné Blalock
\textdagger Kevin Wade Bonner, Jr.
Cha'Neisha J. Brimidge
\^\textit{Langley Katherine Brown}
\textdagger Quamari Nasheia Brown
\^\textit{Gabriella Elizabeth Browne}
Dustin L. Craig
Megan Lauren D'Aquino
\textdagger Corey Briston Davis
Keena Yasmeen Delaney
Kacie Leigh Dugas
\^\textit{Brittany Camille Edwards}
Angel Tynisha Ellis
\textdagger Stannetta Shonae Evans
\textdagger Aquila Ladaisa Mironda Farmer
\textdagger Jessica Paige Fava
Jacoby J. Fitts
Quo-Vadis Marshay Freeman  
Mallory Mara Garrett  
Yabsera Kehali Gedion  
Diyanah Niche' Gilchrist  
Tierra Mikhala Harrison  
Kenyanna Tre'shon Hodges  
Naia Talicia Hooks  
Sophia Brionne Marie Houston  
★ Laurel Ainsley Hulsey  
Taylor Nicole Jansen  
Arielle Deshawn Jones  
Jeanne Jessica Kamga Nguemo  
★ Abigail Elizabeth Korner  
Kaleigh Erin Kraus  
Amber India Laguines  
★ Bren Haven Lewis  
Breanna Renee Manning  
▲ Elena Katherine Mayfield  
Mary Elizabeth McCormack  
Kiarra McCoy  
Tiffany Anne Meadows  
★ Kristen Bettylou Merchant  
Ahnisha J. Mickle  
★ Fantasia D. Minor  
Amari Brooke Morgan  
Dijanae Troyjanque Moss  
★ Frances Caroline Newman  
Megan Ervin Nixon  
Sarah Jane Norris  
Jesse Allen Nowak  
Tracey Ezinne Nwagwu  
Chukwuebuke Richard Ojiagbaje  
Tre’Von Louis Palmore  
★ Jordan Lyn Parrish  
John Knight Pate  
Morgan Alexandria Phillips  
★ Steven Michael Planert  
Emily Ann Plummer  
★ Calli Spenser Pollard  
▲ Abigail Lauren Post  
Jocelynn F. Reed  
Loriel Imani Reynolds  
Aryana C. Rhoden  
Kiera R. Robinson  
Julia Marie Scott  
Tunisia D’nae Searcy  
Kayla Judea Shannon  
Taniya Shockley  
Emily Anne Short  
Jasmine Nicole Short  
Tifini Gabrielle Smith  
★ Abreana La’Keshia Spicer  
★ Quentin D. Staton  
Dezja Destiny Strickland  
Jamani Sierra Swift  
Peyton Mckenzie Thayer  
★ Hannah Nicole Thompson  
Peyton Nicole True  
Taneisha Alana Turner  
Christina Michelle Twilley  
Brittany Nicole Walker  
Bria Sade Watt  
Tametria Celess Weaver  
Keiara Jeanne’e Whitfield  
Ethan Ryder Williams  
Rugenia Lavette Wilson  
Julie Makay Wofford  
Treona Renee Young  
Social and Behavioral Health  
Taylor Autumn Fehr  
Madasia Shania Garnigan  
★ Chelsea Simone Phillips  
Megan Corrissa Rozier  
Autumn Rochelle Scrivens  
Sociology  
Beverly Melissa Armstrong  
Brittany Elliott Berto  
Naukita Shari Blanton  
LaWanda Jean Cole  
★ BriAnna Darlene Crouch  
Imani Najae Crudup  
Jonathan Bartimeus S. Davidson  
Chloe Nancy Elkins  
Malaisia Adiyah Goompa  
Laura Hernandez  
★ Morgan Elizabeth Hiatt  
Keith Telfare Ivey  
Marissa Aliyah Jordan  
April LaTerryll Nolan  
Alexia Christina Ray  
Franchesca Celeste Salmonsen  
★ Jeri Lynn Shaffer  
Shakeria Monee Smith  
Kailey Sharae Walters  
Nea Katera Wells  
% Keri Lea Windom  
--------------------------------------

Master of Arts  
Criminology  
Sierra Jo Bell  
Jessica Marie Brown  
Clayton Blake Drummond  
Cameron Albert Gatt  
Michael Olisemeka Mordi  
Mariam Janae Riley  
Pathrience’ Carnesia Cene’ Shaw  
Branden Elijah Thomas  
Psychology  
Kyle Thomas Brown  
James Nelson Butler  
Jessica Leigh Davis  
Virginia Lynn Hutton  
Ryan M. Jones  
Lynn H. Keegan  
Katherine Ann McNally  
Gabrielle D. Perez  
Sociology  
Akua Konadu Atakora  
Chianne M. Harper  
La’Sha Adrielle Mitchell  
Master of Public Administration  
Babatunde Israel Alagbada  
Charles Wilson Cantrell  
Patricia D. Harris-Williams  
Kayla Monet Mitchell  
Jonelle Jillian Morrow  
Dustin Donovan Poole  
Kehydra Michelle Tanner  
Jakeisia Monique Travis  
★ cum laude  
★ magna cum laude  
★ summa cum laude
Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology

Thomas A. Dailey  
A Content Analysis of Neoliberal and Liberal Discursive Practices in the Mission Statements of Higher Education Institutions  
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Marie-Cecile Bertau

Michelle Boyd Granden  
Controlling the Uncontrollable: A Grounded Discursive Study of the Human-Animal Relationship “Captured” in the Rogue Elephant  
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Tobin Hart

Kenneth Michael Lewis  
Moving in the Direction of Being Present: A Theoretical Inquiry Into Embodied States of Being  
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Tobin Hart

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Olayiwola Adeeko  
★ Olivia Ryan Ashley  
Emily Weaver Avra  
★ Leah Danielle Ayers  
Chandler Leigh Baskin  
★ Hope Jordan Baxter  
Erica Nicole Bell  
★ Ashley Sierra Benson  
★ Mary Anna Bereznak  
★ Taylor Lynnette Bowles  
★ Viktoria L. Brown  
★ Tasharia A’dion Burke  
★ Hannah Lynn Carver  
★ Maria Veronica Cedeño  
★ Kendall Marie Charyna  
★ Shelby Marie Ciulla  
★ Joni Mitchell Cox  
★ Brenda J. Daniel  
★ Jasmine Nicole Davis  
★ Victoria Dawn Davis  
Maria Deliivanova  
★ Jonathan Heath Dickerson  
★ Emma Leigh Dixon  
Hanna Colleen Dryden  
★ Selena Jewels Figueroa  
★ Kathleen Grace Floyd  
★ Haley Pauline Grant  
★ Jordan Ashleigh Guice  
★ Allison Anne Hindman  
★ Olivia Kathryn Holland  
Kelsey Morgan Huston  
★ Jacob Thomas Isenhower  
★ cum laude  
★ magna cum laude  
★ summa cum laude

Master of Science in Nursing

Emily C. Atkinson  
Angela R. Basharat  
Jorden Mackenzie Brown  
Lisa A. Carr  
William Paul Carson  
Dominique Lashae Chesteen  
Harley Scott Cody  
Chanicer L. Cooks  
Nancy Lucia Cope  
Mystie Lee Gatewood  
Lisa Carol Gibbs  
Jessica Renee Harrison  
Nancy Louise Harris  
Kristin Elizabeth Hays  
Rebecca Lynn Jackson  
Christine Marie Kaiser  
Candace Saxon Koon  
Anne C. Lawton  
Paula S. Levesque  
Jenna Love  
Beverly J. Lyle  
Vivian Maafoh  
Ryan Michael McArthur  
Lauren NiCole Nedvidek  
Cheryl Mercedes Oddman  
Nakeisha DeJouene Person  
Kimberly Lauren Ramey  
Dani Sedwick Reedy  
Ayla Colleen Roberts  
Catherine A. Salmon  
Kami Elizabeth Seagle  
Sandra Salah Sherif  
Tara Lorraine Singleton

Tanner Health System School of Nursing  

Devyn Blair Johnson  
★ Emily Rebecca Johnson  
Denice Juárez  
Bo K. Kim  
★ Parker Anne Kleppinger  
Tayla Marie Lee  
Isabella Marie Maxim  
Courtney Clare Menzel-Jordan  
★ Arielle Ce'Maya Ashunea Miller  
★ Nya Lillithi Moses  
Jeanette Negron  
Edward M. Ngure  
Diara Autumn Owens  
★ Kristen Nicole Parkerson  
★ Ashlyn Mikelle Parsons  
★ Keely Grace Pike  
★ Katherine Ann Reuland Pirnik  
★ Bailey Marie Rapp  
★ Kaela Lauren Raymer  
Manita Rizal  
★ Alliee Katlynn Robinson  
★ Shaketea Robinson  
★ Madison DeAnn Robison  
Ashaki Tiombe Seitu  
Ashley Desiree Sims-Ansell  
★ Autumn Rain Smith  
★ Abigail Marie Adams Spencer  
★ Kayli Morgan Sprayerberry  
★ Victoria Rose Street  
Selena Elizabeth Tillery  
Bianca Amoah Rich Toffey  
★ Tiara Ashlei Walker  
★ Taylor Lorene Williams  
★ DiMariah LaNeice Wright  
★ cum laude  
★ magna cum laude  
★ summa cum laude
Doctor of Education

Nursing Education

Patsy Jo Butts
Clinical Evaluation in Pre-Licensure Baccalaureate Nursing Programs: A Qualitative Descriptive Study
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Lisa Robinson

Kristi Leigh Hendrix
Exploring the Phenomena of Developing and Implementing New Pre-licensure Baccalaureate Nursing Education Programs in Rural, Faith-based Institutions
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Cynthia Brown

Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies
Jenna M. Miller

University College
Honors College Graduates

The Honors College curriculum is the most academically rigorous curriculum offered at this University. To graduate with Honors College distinction students must: (1) complete all of the requirements for their degrees in their majors; (2) earn credit for 25% or more of their course work in Honors College courses including at least two seminars at the junior or senior level; (3) complete a research project; and (4) maintain a minimum grade point average of 3.2 in Honors College courses and in all other academic work. Completion of this distinctive curriculum is a mark of scholarly excellence and is recognized on all official West Georgia transcripts and diplomas.

Kiran Batool  
* Bachelor of Business Administration  
  Accounting  
  magna cum laude

Quamari Nasheia Brown  
* Bachelor of Science  
  Psychology  
  magna cum laude

Taylor Diona Burrell  
* Bachelor of Science  
  Biology  
  magna cum laude

Bryce Evan Cornicelli  
* Bachelor of Business Administration  
  Economics  
  magna cum laude

Victoria Dawn Davis  
* Bachelor of Science in Nursing  
  Nursing  
  magna cum laude

Abigail Patricia Denny  
* Bachelor of Science  
  Chemistry  
  magna cum laude

Brandi Noel Ellis  
* Bachelor of Science  
  Mathematics  
  magna cum laude

Hayley S. Harmon  
* Bachelor of Science in Education  
  Elementary Education  
  magna cum laude

Justina Giga Kwaghe  
* Bachelor of Science  
  Biology  
  summa cum laude

Erica Jane Lavender  
* Bachelor of Arts  
  English  
  summa cum laude

Sarah Grace-Marie Madaris  
* Bachelor of Science  
  Mass Communications  
  summa cum laude

Ashley Elizabeth Mallari  
* Bachelor of Business Administration  
  Management Information Systems  
  summa cum laude

Elena Katherine Mayfield  
* Bachelor of Science  
  Psychology  
  summa cum laude

Emily Elizabeth Miles  
* Bachelor of Science  
  Biology  
  summa cum laude

Jenna M. Miller  
* Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies  
  Interdisciplinary Studies  
  summa cum laude

Lindsey Monkiewicz  
* Bachelor of Science  
  Biology  
  summa cum laude
Welcome from the Alumni Association

Congratulations on your graduation from the University of West Georgia, and welcome to the Alumni Association! You have joined a distinguished group of people who have graduated from or attended UWG. We represent a group with a variety of socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds, vocations, ages, and opinions, but one thing we resoundingly share is our loyalty and dedication to the University of West Georgia.

As a member of the Alumni Association you will continue the special relationship you have with UWG. Through your participation, you will be introduced to other alumni who share your career and personal interests.

Being a member of the Alumni Association also brings great alumni gatherings, opportunities for alumni travel, and alumni involvement—through which you can make meaningful contributions, with other alumni, to your alma mater.

We will be reaching out to you soon. You can also check out our online community at alumni.westga.edu to connect with other alumni and keep up-to-date with the latest alumni and university news. We look forward to you getting involved with your Alumni Association and hope to see you soon!

~ Mrs. Melanie Hildebrandt '03 '08, Chairperson of Alumni Association Board of Directors
The preceding list of names was required by the printer several days prior to commencement to allow for production of this program. The status of some candidates may have changed since that time. Some will have completed all requirements for their degrees, and some will have achieved or lost honors status.

The listing of a name in this program in no way implies an obligation on the part of the University of West Georgia to award a given degree or a given honors status. For official purposes, a final, correct list of graduates will be retained by the Office of the Registrar, University of West Georgia.